A novel mechanism for the transport of microscale particles in viscous fluids is demonstrated. The mechanism exploits the trapping of such particles by rotational streaming cells established in the vicinity of an oscillating cylinder, recently analyzed in previous work. The present work explores a strategy of transporting particles between the trapping points established by multiple cylinders undergoing oscillations in sequential intervals. It is demonstrated that, by controlling the sequence of oscillation intervals, an inertial particle is effectively and predictably transported between the stable trapping points. Arrays of cylinders in various arrangements are investigated, revealing a quite general technique for constructing arbitrary particle trajectories.
The timescales for transport are also discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Technological advances in cellular engineering, medical diagnostics and microfluidics have motivated the need to separate, focus and transport micromete-size particles. In recent years, a variety of mechanisms have been exploited for such purposes, including dielectrophoresis 1,2 , optofluidics 3-5 , inertial hydrodynamics [6] [7] [8] , among others. Another mechanism, viscous streaming, has recently been demonstrated as a viable candidate for particle manipulation [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Viscous streaming is a steady secondary flow that develops from the coherent non-linear interactions within an oscillatory flow. For example, a cylinder vibrating rectilinearly normal to its axis will generate four steady rotational cells in its vicinity. Previous studies have demonstrated experimentally that such cells can trap inertial particles within a domain of influence. In recent work 15 , we numerically investigated the mechanisms by which this trapping occurs (see figure 1(a) ). For the first time, we revealed that an inertial particle will be trapped regardless of its relative size, density and Reynolds number, provided that the particle is smaller than the characteristic size of the oscillator. As particle size decreases, the trapping time increases. The final trapping location is insensitive to particle size and density.
In principle, this trapping mechanism can form the basis for a transport strategy, wherein multiple cylinders vibrate in sequence to move particles from one trapping point to another, as shown in figure 1(b). However, it is difficult to demonstrate this experimentally. In the present work, we extend our numerical investigation to various arrays of oscillating cylindrical probes to explore particle transport between them.
II. METHODOLOGY
Consider an inertial particle whose radius and density are a and ρ p , respectively, in a streaming flow generated by one or more cylinders with equal radius R. Each cylinder is prescribed with a sinusoidal oscillation along the x-axis, with displacement relative to the mean position described by A sin Ωt (as shown for a single cylinder in figure 1 defined as Re s = ρ f ΩR 2 /µ and oscillation amplitude is assumed to be small, ǫ = A/R ≪ 1.
In our previous work, we showed that it was sufficient to rely on a one-way coupling, wherein the flowfield obtained analytically in the absence of particle was used to obtain forces on the particle; the particle's effect on this flowfield is ignored. Here, we use the same strategy.
However, analytical solutions for the flow in an array of cylinders are generally not possible, so instead, we rely on high-fidelity numerical computations with the Viscous Vortex Particle Method (VVPM) 16 . This method has been validated on many flows, including the streaming due to a single cylinder.
In this work, it is important to consider the wide range of length and time scales. For example, vorticity is largely confined to a thin Stokes layer δ AC ∼ Re −1/2 R and inertial particles are transported inside a streaming cell of size δ DC ∼ O(R). It takes O(Re) oscillations for vorticity to diffuse over this streaming cell, R 2 /ν = ReT /2π (where T = 2π/Ω is the period of oscillation) and takes many more oscillations for inertial particles to travel around this cell with streaming velocity V s = ǫAΩ, i.e., the transport timescale is of order R/ǫAΩ = ǫ −2 T /2π for small ǫ. The role of underlying oscillatory flow in determining the force on the particle cannot be ignored. Both our previous study 15 and the present one focus on streaming Reynolds number (Re s = ρ f V s R/µ = ǫ 2 Re) less than unity, for which the streaming topology is relatively simple. Due to the importance of the wide range of time and length scales, it is crucial that all scales are sufficiently resolved in the simulation.
A. Particle transport strategy
In this work, we consider transport in various cylinder arrays. The basic strategy can be described with two cylinders, as shown in figure 2 . The left cylinder, located at (−4R, 0), is initially oscillated. After an inertial particle is trapped inside the streaming cell of the left cylinder, the oscillation of this cylinder is stopped and the oscillation of the right cylinder located at (4R, 0) is started immediately to instigate the trapped inertial particle to move to the newly established streaming cell of the right cylinder. Figure 2 (b) illustrates the oscillation sequences. The flowfield is generated by oscillating the left cylinder until t/T = n s1 when the streaming flow field has reached the steady state (blue solid line). Then, the flowfield from one oscillating cycle after t/T = n s1 is repeatedly recycled to numerically integrate the inertial particle trajectory until it is finally trapped at t/T = n f 1 (blue dotted line). The right cylinder starts to oscillate at t/T = n f 1 and the flowfield is computed until t/T = n s2 when the streaming flow reaches steady state again (red solid line). Then, one oscillating cycle after t/T = n s2 is again recycled. Meanwhile, the trapped inertial particle is allowed to move freely until it is finally trapped inside the center of the newly established streaming cell at t/T = n f 2 (red dotted line). In this manner, the high-fidelity solution of the background flow is only required as long as necessary to account for the transient influence from each cylinder's initial motion.
In this study, attention is restricted to an inertial particle of radius a/R = 0.175 and neutral density ρ p /ρ f = 1, in a flow of Reynolds number Re = 40 and amplitude ǫ = 0.2.
The motion of an inertial particle inside this flow is calculated from the Maxey-Riley equation 15 that the buoyant force and Faxén correction terms cause the inertial particle velocity to deviate from the fluid particle velocity. Once the particle deviates from the fluid particle trajectory, the Saffman lift acts upon it in the presence of a shear flow, and provides the main mechanism for particle trapping. In contrast, the Stokes drag resists this deviation by driving the relative velocity between inertial particle and fluid to zero.
Compared to the equation (14) of our previous work 15 , the particle transport equation used here also includes wall effect forces, such as lubrication force and an elastic collision force from direct contact between particle and wall, since the inertial particle approaches the cylinder surface on certain trajectories. Both wall effect treatments are adapted from the work of by Li, Hunt, and Colonius 19 . In particular, the Stokes drag term is modified with a factor λ, in which lubrication lubrication force and Stokes force are blended by between wall (surface of cylinder) and particle surface, normalized by particle diameter; δ sl is chosen as 0.5. As the gap distance decreases, lubrication force -manifested by the first in λ -dominates, whereas the term recovers the Stokes drag force as the gap distance increases.
We also include an elastic collision force, F (δ/δ ss ) e d W o , between inertial particle and 
III. RESULTS
In the first scenario, depicted in figure 3 , the transport is considered between two cylinders. The inertial particle starts at (−2R, 2R) and, over the interval t/T ∈ [0, 6784] (blue line), becomes trapped in the upper right streaming cell generated by the left cylinder. Once the right cylinder starts to oscillate, the trapped inertial particle starts to move toward it, following a streamline near the line of symmetry of the right cylinder's upper left streaming cell. The speed of the particle is relatively low since the streaming motion weakens as the inverse cube of distance from the oscillator 21 . When it is close to the right cylinder, both the lubrication force and the collision force become briefly active as the particle migrates upward. Finally, the particle is drawn to the center of this new streaming cell and trapped.
One can also transport an inertial particle with oscillating cylinders in a triangular arrangement, as in figure 4(a) . Between the lower left and lower right cylinder, the inertial particle is transported in a similar manner as between two oscillating cylinders in figure 3.
The trapped particle in the vicinity of the lower right cylinder starts to migrate toward and and fast trapping (plunging part). In the triangular arrangement, the second slow migration (red plateau) is slower than the third (green plateau) despite the shorter traveling distance, since the particle on the red line of figure 4(a) follows a streamline near the line of symmetry, but the particle on the green line follows an inner streamline with correspondingly stronger streaming velocity. In the linear arrangement, the first two transport intervals exhibit similar behavior but the third indicates the slower migration due to the weak streaming in the vicinity of the center cylinder.
As suggested by these results, the overall transport speed can be improved if one can develop trajectories that avoid transport on a streamline near the line of symmetry and in weak streaming zones created by obstacles. This can be ensured by arranging the oscillating cylinders in staggered arrangement, as in figure 6 (a). This strategy allows a particle to be transported approximately from (−9R, 0) to (9R, 0) with three hundred thousand oscillations. Figure 6 (b) indicates that the slow migration intervals have been significantly reduced by the staggered arrangement.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The transport of an inertial particle in a viscous streaming flow generated by multiple oscillating cylinders has been investigated by integrating particle trajectories in a flowfield obtained by high-fidelity numerical simulation. With a controlled sequence of starting and stopping the oscillation of cylinders, an inertial particle is transported from the streaming cell generated by one oscillating cylinder to the next in the sequence. It has been shown that particles can be predictably transported and trapped in a wide variety of oscillator configurations. The staggered arrangement minimizes the slow migration intervals.
Overall, we have shown that viscous streaming flows inside various arrangements of oscillating cylinders enable an effective mechanism for particle manipulation. It should be noted that, for oscillation frequencies on the order of 100 kHz (at the upper range of frequencies studied by Wang, Jalikop, and Hilgenfeldt 11 for the oscillating bubble actuator), the transport times are on the order of three seconds. While this does not match the rapid throughput of other particle sorting techniques, the strategy demonstrated here could be useful for more precise manipulation. In our ongoing work, we are investigating the enhanced streaming topology that can be obtained with simultaneous oscillators to generate faster trajectories.
We are also exploring the potential to use this strategy for selective sorting of particles of various sizes and densities.
